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In Part 1 of this paper (1. Cmput. System Sci. 15, Number 3 (1977)) we presented 
a fixed point characterization of the (IO and 01) context-free tree languages. We showed 
that a context-free tree grammar can he viewed as a system of regular equations over a tree 
language substitution algebra. In this part we shall use these results to obtain a theory of 
systems of context-free equations over arbitrary continuous algebras. We refer to the 
Introduction of Part 1 for a description of the contents of this part. 
5. SYSTEMS OF CONTEXT-FREE EQUATIONS OVER ARBITRARY Z-ALGEBRAS (OR: 
NONDETERMINISTIC RECURSIVE PROGRAM SCHEMES) 
In this section we shall view a context-free tree grammar as a computational device to 
define subsets and relations over an arbitrary (possibly nondeterministic) Z-algebra, in 
other words, as a nondeterministic recursive program scheme with the Z-algebra playing 
the role of an interpretation of the program scheme. One can think of these program 
schemes as similar to the usual ones (see, for instance, [18, 20, 25, 28]), but without tests 
and with expressions like r1 or r2 to be evaluated as r1 or as ~a nondeterministically. Thus, 
nondeterministic recursive program schemes compute relations rather than functions. 
As an example, let L’,, = {a}, Zi = {f} and let G be the context-free tree grammar 
(Z, {S, F}, P) where P consists of the productions F(x) + X, F(x) + F(~(x)), and 
S --f F(a). Then F can be considered as the recursive program scheme F(x) =y x OY 
F(f(x)), and S as a call of F with some input a. In the Z-algebra with domain N and 
fN(x) = x + 1, F computes the relation ((x, y) / y > ~1 and S computes a set depending 
on the input aN . 
However, rather than defining the computation of a context-free tree grammar in a 
Z-algebra (using a specific computation rule) and characterizing the computed relation 
as the solution of a system of equations (as we did in Section 3), we take the shortcut of 
just considering the context-free grammar as a system of “context-free” equations, 
leaving it to the reader to be convinced of the computational naturalness of this definition 
(thus we rely on fixed point semantics for our nondeterministic recursive program schemes). 
The aim of this section is to find “Mezei- and Wright-like” (abbreviated by MW-like) 
results for context-free tree grammars, i.e., we want to find a “tree algebra,” preferably 
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some P( T,(X)), such that the solution of a system of context-free equations over any 
Z-algebra is the homomorphic image of its solution in that tree algebra. Intuitively such 
an MW-like result means that, instead of computing in the Z-algebra, one may as well 
do the computation “symbolically,” i.e., on trees, and afterwards interpret the result in 
the Z-algebra. (The “Herbrand theorem” in program scheme theory is a result in this 
direction.) 
There are two well-known modes of computation for (nondeterministic) recursive 
programs: call by value and call by name (see [19]). I n a call by value computation the 
actual parameters of a function call have to be values from the domain of computation. 
Hence, to obtain the relation computed in the call by value mode by a context-free 
tree grammar in a Z-algebra, it is natural to consider the grammar as a system of equations 
to be solved in the algebra of relations over the Z-algebra, and to use composition of 
relations as the basic operation in these equations (see [25]). In a call by name computation 
the actual parameters of a function call are formal expressions which stand for (possibly 
empty) sets of values from the domain of computation (each element of such a set being 
a possible value of the actual parameter). Hence, to model the call by name computation 
of a context-free tree grammar in a Z-algebra, it seems natural to solve the grammar in 
the algebra of functions of subsets of the Z-algebra, and to use composition of these 
functions as the basic operation (cf. [S]). The relation computed by the grammar is then 
obtained by restricting the subset function to singletons. Note that for deterministic 
program schemes the set of possible values of an actual parameter is always a singleton 
or empty. In this case it suffices to add an element w (standing for “undefined,” or the 
empty set) to the domain and to consider functions over the so extended domain (see 
[I% 281). 
To define the solution of a context-free tree grammar G as a system of context-free 
equations in an algebra of relations or functions (over some C-algebra) we could proceed 
along the same lines as in Section 3 for tree languages, using composition of relations or 
functions rather than substitution of tree languages. Then, clearly, the solution of G 
would equal the solution of the corresponding system GD of regular D(Z)-equations 
(cf. Section 4). Therefore we shall just define the proper (A-continuous) D(Z)-algebras 
of relations or functions and consider solutions of regular D(Z)-equations in these algebras. 
5.1. DEFINITION. A context-free tree grammar G with terminal alphabet Z will be 
called a system of context-free Z-equations. The solution of G in a A-continuous D(Z)- 
algebra A (with U-complete carriers) is defined to be the solution of the system GD of 
regular D(Z)-equations in A (see Section 4). a 
Now Lemma 4.8 shows that we may even, without increase of generality, consider 
arbitrary systems of regular D(Z)-equations rather than just those obtained from context- 
free tree grammars (provided (*) of the lemma holds). 
Thus, for a given Z-algebra A and a system of regular D(Z)-equations, depending on 
whether we solve the system in the algebra of relations over A or the algebra of functions 
over subsets of A, we obtain a call by value solution and a call by name solution over A, 
respectively. Our MW-like results will relate the call by value solution to an IO tree 
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language (in fact, the solution in P( T,(X)),,) or a recognizable tree language (the solution 
in P( To&), and the call by name solution to an 01 tree language (in fact, the solution 
in @( T,(X)),,). To obtain these results it suffices to show the existence of a (U-continuous) 
D(Z)-homomorphism from the tree language algebra into the algebra of relations or 
functions, as shown by the following lemma of which the easy proof is left to the reader 
(cf. Lemma 5.3 of [21]). 
5.2. LEMMA. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet. Let A and B be A-continuous Z-algebras 
with U-complete carriers. Let h be a U-continuous E-homomorphism A -+ B. Then h 
preserves solutions of regular Z-equations (i.e., if E is a system of regular Z-equations, then 
h(l EA Ii) = 1 EB Ii for all i). i 
We note here that we will in general be interested in nonterministic Z-algebras, i.e., 
domains of computation in which the basic operations are possibly partial or many 
valued. 
The rest of this section is organized as follows. First we discuss the IO case. Then the 
01 case is treated. Finally we look at some connections with the literature, in particular 
deterministic program schemes with tests (cf. [18]) and the MW-like results for infinite 
trees in [15] and [23]. 
Let us start by considering the inside-out or call by value case. Let Z be a fixed ranked 
alphabet and D its derived alphabet. 
We first define the algebra of relations over a (nondeterministic) Z-algebra. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let A be a nondeterministic Z-algebra. We define W(A), the 
D-algebra of relations over A, as follows: 
(i) for n 3 0, .%(A), = g(An+l); 
(ii) for n > 0 and f E Z,, , f’ = fA (more precisely 
f’ = {(aI ,..., a, , a) I a EfA(al ,..., a-)>); 
(iii) for n > 1 and 1 < i < n, 
n.n = {(al ,..., a, , ai) 1 a, ,..., a, E A}, 1 
i.e., rririn is the ith projection Aa + A; 
(iv) for n, k > 0, R C An+l and R, ,..., R, C Ak+l, c,,~(R, R, ,..., R,) = 
R 0 (R, ,..., R,), i.e., c,,~ is composition of relations (in fact, R o (RI ,..., R,) = 
((al ,.-., ak , a) I there are b, ,..., b, E A such that (a, ,..., ak , bJ E R, and (b, ,..., b, , a) E R}; 
Co,@) = {(al >..., a, , a) I a E 4). I 
Note that W(A), = P(A). 
The easy proof of the following lemma is left to the reader. 
5.4. LEMMA. For every nondeterministic Z-algebra A, W(A) is a U-continuous D-algebra 
(with set inclusion as ordering). i 
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Observe that 9(A) is in fact the subset algebra of the nondeterministic D-algebra with 
&+I as domain of sort n and the obvious (partial) c,,~ operations on tuples. 
In accordance with the discussion at the beginning of this section we now define 
(context-free) equational relations over a Z-algebra. 
5.5. DEFINITION. Let A be a nondeterministic Z-algebra. For n 3 0, a relation 
R _C An+l is said to be IO equational if it is equational as an element of the U-continuous 
D-algebra W(A) (i.e., iff there is a system E of regular D-equations such that R = 
1 E9(A)li for some z). 1 
Note that in particular (n = 0) subsets of A may be IO equational. 
The following MW-like result is now immediate. 
5.6. THEOREM. Let A be a nondeterministic Z-algebra and E a system of regular D- 
equations. Then any component of the solution of E in 9(A) is the D-homomorphic image of 
the corresponding component of the solution of E in 9’(Tb). 
Proof. Since there is a (unique) U-continuous D-homomorphism from 9(T,) 
into 99(A) (see Theorem 2.3.5), the theorem follows from Lemma 5.2. a 
5.7. COROLLARY. Let A be a nondeterministic Z-algebra. An element of W(A) is IO 
equational iffit is the D-homomorphic image of a recognizable tree language in Tb . 
Proof. Immediate from the previous theorem and the fact that in 9( Tn) the equational 
elements are the recognizable tree languages (see Section 4). g 
Given a system of context-free Z-equations G = (&9, P) and FE .Ssrn , the com- 
ponent corresponding to F in the solution of G in W(A), might be called the call by value 
relation computed by (G, F) over A. Thus, by Theorem 5.6, the call by value relation 
computed by (G, F) is the D-homomorphic image of the recognizable tree language 
generated by nonterminal F in To (viewing GD as a regular tree grammar in the obvious 
way). From the computational point of view this means that, instead of computing in -4 
with some input (a, ,..., an), one can, nondeterministically, generate a tree in T, , 
interpret it as a relation, and find an element (al ,..., a, , CZ) in this relation. Then the 
element a is one of the possible outputs. 
We now ask whether an IO equational relation can be obtained from the context-free 
grammar by first computing formally with Z-trees, i.e., generating an IO tree language 
with variables (where intuitively the variables stand for the input values), and then 
interpreting the tree language with variables as a relation, The obvious way to interpret 
such a tree language as a relation is defined as follows 
5.8. DEFINITION. Let A be a nondeterministic Z-algebra. Let n > 0 and L C Tz(X,). 
The derived relation of L over A, denoted by LA or derrel,(L), is the relation in An+l 
defined by LA = {(al ,..., a, , b) j b E H(L), where a is the unique U-continuous Zhomo- 
morphism P( TJ,X,J) + g(A) such that n(xi) = {ai}}. g 
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It is easy to see that in the case that A is an ordinary (deterministic) Z-algebra, LA = 
{(q ,..., a, , a) 1 t,(a, ,..., a,) = a for some t in L}. 
We now show that in the case of an ordinary Z-algebra an MW-like result, as indicated 
above, can be obtained. 
5.9. THEOREM. Let A be a Zulgebm. The mapping derrel, is the unique U-continuous 
D-homomorphism 9( T,(X)),, -+ .%?(A). 
Proof. 
YIELD 
I 
DT.r(X) C @V.&U,, 
derop,, 
1 
derrel, 
F(A) C %‘(A) 
Consider first the mapping derop,: DT,(X) -+ W(A), where we identify a function 
A” + A with its graph in P(An+l). Th is mapping is a D-homomorphism (see the end 
of Section 2.2). Moreover, since the (unique) D-homomorphism YIELD: To --f DT,(X) 
is onto (in fact, for t E T,(X), t = YIELD(COMB(t)), where COMB: T,(X) + T, 
is defined in Definition 4.4), derop, is the unique D-homomorphism DT,(X) -+ W(A). 
Hence by (the proof of) Lemma 2.3.4 and the fact that, for L C T,(X), LA = u tA, 
tEL 
derrel, is the unique U-continuous D-homomorphism extending derOpA (recall that 
9(T,(X)),, is the subset algebra of DT,(X)). S ince the restriction to DT,(X) of any 
D-homomorphism S(T,(X)),, + W(A) is a D-homomorphism, derrel, is unique. 1 
From this theorem and Lemma 5.2 we directly obtain the following MW-like result 
for IO context-free tree grammars. 
5.10. THEOREM. Let A be a Z-algebra and E a system of regular D-equations. Then any 
component of the solution of E in B?(A) is the deiived relation of the corresponding component 
of the solution of E in g(T,(X)),, (in formula: 1 E.92(A)li = derrel,(j EP(T,(X)),, ii) 
for ulli). l 
Using Corollary 4.10 we have the following corollary. 
5.11. COROLLARY. Let A be a Z-u-algebra. An element of B(A) is IO equational if and 
onl-y if it is the derived relation of an IO tree language with variables. 1 
Note in particular that a subset of A is IO equational iff it is the Z-homomorphic image 
of an IO tree language over Z (thus a subset of Tz is IO equational iff it is an IO Z-tree 
language). 
Corollary 5.11 may be stated more precisely as follows. Let G = (Z, F, P) be a 
system of context-free Z-equations and F E 9% . Then the call by value relation computed 
by (G, F) over A is the derived relation of the IO tree language with variables L,,(G, 
F(x, ... Xn)). 
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Clearly, when solving D-equations in .%?(A), we may restrict attention to derived 
relations. 
5.12. DEFINITION. Let A be a E-algebra. We define the D-algebra of derived relations 
over A, denoted by de&(A), to be the image of P(Tz(X))io in W(A) under the mapping 
derrelA . # 
Thus, for n 2 0, de&(A), = {LA j L C Tz(X,)). 
Obviously den%?(A) is a U-continuous subD-algebra of W(A) (in fact the smallest one), 
and therefore the solution of any system of regular D-equations in W(A) is equal to its 
solution in de&?(A). 
As a special case, let us consider the Z-algebra Tz . Clearly the mapping derrel,=: 
~i(TrWho - der&‘(T=) is the identity for sort 0 (i.e., for elements of .Y(T,)). Hence, 
given an IO tree grammar G = (Z, F, P) an d an S E 9s , the component corresponding 
to S is the same in the solutions in B(T,(X)),o and derB(T,). Thus we have obtained 
a fixed point characterization of IO tree languages in the space de&( TJ. For F E sn 
(n > 1) it follows from previous remarks that its solution in den%‘( T,) is derrel,JLi,(G, 
F(Xl ..’ xn))) which is (using an obvious property of 2) equal to ((tl ,..., t, , t) j 
F(t, ... t,) $, t}. 
Note that, in contrast to the case of trees (see the end of Section 2.2), the algebras 
P( T,(X)),, and de&( T2) are not isomorphic. As an example, in P( T,(X,)), derrel,J Tz) = 
derrel,JT, u {xi}) = TX x Tz . 
Consider now the free Z-algebra T,(X) with g enerators X. Remarks analogous to those 
for Tz also hold for T,(X). Moreover the algebras 9(T,(X)),, and ders(T,(X)) are 
isomorphic. Thus, by Theorem 5.9, T,(X) is a “universal interpretation”: two IO tree 
grammars Gr and G, , with nonterminals Fl and F2 , compute the same call by value 
relation over all Z-algebras iff they do so over T,(X) (this was brought to the attention of 
the authors by M. Nivat). 
For a nondeterministic Z-algebra A both Theorems 5.9 and 5.10 break down in 
general: there is no homomorphism Y(&(X))i, --f Se(A). As a first example, let f E Z2 
and b E Z,, , and suppose that bA = {a, , a2> and fA is a total function A2 -+ A. Consider 
the IO tree grammar G with productions S + F(b) and F(q) --)f(~&. Then the .Z- 
homomorphic image of the language {f(bb)} g enerated by G from S is in general not equal 
to the solution of S in d(A). In fact, {f(bb)}A =- {fA(al , a,),fA(a, , a,),fA(a, , a,), 
fA(a2 , a,)}, but the solution of S in B?(A) is {fA(al , a,),fA(a, , az)>. The reason for this 
failure is obviously that during call by value computation of F(b) in A we have to fix 
a value a, or a4 of b before copying it. This process cannot be mirrored in the derivation 
of the tree grammar. Thus we cannot compute symbolically on trees, but we have to 
“consult the interpretation” during computation. As a second example, let d E &, and 
p E Z; and suppose that dA = {a} and pA: A 4 A is a partial function such that p,(a) is 
undefined. Consider the IO tree grammar with productions S---t F(dp(d)) and 
%v,) - xl . Then the language generated is {d}, but the solution of S in W(A) is B. 
Again we cannot just compute with tress because we have to test whether pA(dA) has a 
value before deleting the tree p(d). Th us, in a nondeterministic Z-algebra, the only way 
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to do a symbolic computation seems to be computing with trees in To (see Theorem 5.6), 
which keep all information about the copying and deletion (which have to be done after 
the symbolic computation). 
One should observe that the above two examples are essentially the same as the failure 
of the associativity law and the projection laws in P(T,(X)),, (see Section 2.4). For the 
first example, 
where h is used to denote xi . For the second example, x1 z (d, a) # d. 
Let us now turn to the outside-in or cull by name case. Let 2 again be a fixed ranked 
alphabet and D its derived alphabet. Instead of considering the subset Z-algebra 9(A) 
corresponding to some nondeterministic Z-algebra A, we shall prove our results for the 
slightly more general case of a U-continuous Z-algebra. For later use the first few defini- 
tions will be given for a A-continuous Z-algebra with U-complete carrier. 
5.13. DEFINITION. Let B be a A-continuous Z-algebra with U-complete carrier. We 
define .%A(B), the D-algebra of A-continuous functions over B, as follows: 
(i) for n > 0, PA(B), is the set of all A-continuous total functions Bn + B 
(for 11 -: 0, CY-A(B)O = B); 
(ii) for 71 >-Oandf~&,f’ =fe; 
(iii) for 71 > 1, 1 .< i < n and b, ,..., b, E B, ri”(b, ,..., b,) == bi , i.e., rin is the 
ith projection B” + B; 
(iv) for n, k 3 0, f E %(BL and gl ,..., g, E%(Bh , c,,df,gl ,...,g,) = 
f 0 (gl ,..., g,), i.e., c,,~ is composition of functions (c&u) is the constant a: B” + B, 
i.e., c,,,(a)(b, ,..., bk) = a for all 6, ,..., b, E B). 
Moreover, each carrier FL(B), is ordered in the usual way: f C g if and only if 
f(b, ,..., b,)Cg(b, ,..., 6Jforall6, ,..., b,EB. 1 
It is left to the reader to verify the correctness of the definition (the projections are 
A-continuous and composition preserves A-continuity). The straightforward proof of 
the next lemma is also left to the reader. 
5.14. LEMMA. For every A-continuous Zulgebra B with U-complete carrier, SA(B) 
is a A-continuous D-algebra with U-complete carriers. i 
Note that &(B) is a subD-algebra of F(B), and hence a “subclone” of 9(B) (cf. the 
end of Section 2.2). Thus 9t,(B), and each of its A-complete subD-algebras, might be 
called a “A-continuous clone.” Every A-continuous clone is then a p-clone in the sense 
of [40], but not vice versa. In fact the smallest p-clone in FA(B), denoted by &l(B) in 
[4], is equal to {LB 1 L is a recognizable tree language with variables} (see Definition 2.3.7). 
We now define (context-free) equational functions over a A-continuous Z-algebra 
(cf. the discussion in the beginning of this section). 
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5.15. DEFINITION. Let B be a d-continuous Z-algebra with U-complete carrier. 
For n > 0, a (d-continuous) function f: Bn + B is said to be 01 equational if it is 
equational as an element of the d-continuous D-algebra gA(B). 1 
Note that in particular (z = 0) elements of B may be 01 equational. 
We now turn to an MW-like result for U-continuous Z-algebras, in particular subset 
algebras of nondeterministic E-algebras. It will turn out that an 01 equational function 
can be obtained by interpreting an 01 tree language with variables as a function. The 
obvious way to do this is by taking its derived operation in the U-continuous Z-algebra 
(see Definition 2.3.7). 
5.16. THEOREM. Let B be Q U-continuous Zalgebra. The mapping derop, is the unique 
U-continuous D-homomorphism g(T,(X)),, ---f Sd(B). 
Proof. Obviously derops(f (xi ... x,)) = fB and derop,(x,) is the ith projection. It 
now follows from Theorem 2.4.1 that derop, is a D-homomorphism. Moreover derop, 
is clearly U-continuous. It is easy to see that there can at most be one U-continuous 
D-homomorphism from P( T,(X)),, into any continuous algebra. 1 
From this theorem and Lemma 5.2 we immediately obtain the following MW-like 
result for systems of 01 context-free equations. 
5.17. THEOREM. Let B be a U-continuous C-algebra and E a system of regular D- 
equations. Then any component of the solution of E in SA(B) is the derived operation of the 
corresponding component of the solution of E in .9’(Tz(X))oI (in formula: 1 ESd(B)I, = 
deropd E~(TXX))o, ii) for all i). I 
Using Corollary 4.10 we have the following corollary. 
5.18. COROLLARY. Let B be a U-continuous Z-algebra. An element of FA(B) is 01 
equational if it is the derived operation of an 01 tree language with variables. 1 
Note in particular that an element of B is 01 equational iff it is the Z-homomorphic 
image of an 01 tree language over Z (thus a subset of Tz is 01 equational iff it is an 01 
Z-tree language). 
Note also that, analogous to the IO case, one may restrict attention to der&(B), 
the D-algebra of derived operations over B. 
Note finally that in the case of a d-continuous Z-algebra B, both Theorems 5.16 and 
5.17 fail to hold in general: there is no homomorphism 9(T,(X)),, ---t FJB). As an 
example, let B have domain B(A) f or some set A. Let a E &, and or E ,Z’s . Let aB be some 
nonempty subset of A and let or,: Bg + B be union of sets, i.e., ore(A, , A,) = A, U A, . 
Note that or, is d-continuous, but not U-continuous in its arguments (it fails on U a). 
Consider the 01 tree grammar G with productions S ---f F(Q), F(x,) + or(ax,), and 
Q -+ Q. Then the solution of S in 9(Tz(X))or is a, but its solution in FA(B) is aB . 
For a given system of context-free Z-equations G = (2: <g’, P) with FE & and a 
nondeterministic Z-algebra A, one is often not interested in the solution of F in FA(9(A)) 
as a function g(A)” 4 Y(A), but in the restriction of this function to singletons. 
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5.19. DEFINITION. Let G = (Z, 9, P) be an 01 tree grammar, FE & and A a 
nondeterministic Z-algebra. The call by name relation computed by (G, F) over A is defined 
to be the relation {(a1 ,..., a,, a) ] a Ef({a,},..., {a,})}, where f is the component corre- 
sponding to F in the solution of G in Pn(9’(A)). 1 
It follows easily from the definitions of derived operation and derived relation that, 
for any nondeterministic Z-algebra A and any L C T,(X), the restriction of LbcA) to 
singletons is LA. Hence, by Theorem 5.17, the call by name relation computed by (G, F) 
over A equals the derived relation of L,,(G, F(x, ... x,)) over A. 
As a special case, let us consider the Z-algebra Tz . Clearly the mapping deropp(rz): 
~‘p(T,(XNo, + %PV’d) is the identity for elements of B(T,). Hence, given an 01 
tree grammar G = (Z, 9, P), the component corresponding to S is the same for the 
solutions in 9’(T,(X)),, and Sd(9(Tz)). Th us we obtain an alternative fixed point 
characterization of the 01 tree languages, which is due to Downey [8]. For F E 9a (n 3 1) 
it follows from previous remarks that the call by name relation computed by (G, F) over 
Tr is derrel,z(Lol(G, F(x, ... .Y~))) which is (using an obvious property of $) equal to 
((4 ,..., t, , t> I W, ... t,) *:I t}. Note that, by the same example as in the IO case, the 
algebras 9( T,(X)),, and der.%(P( T,)) are not isomorphic. Consider now the Z-algebra 
T,(X). Remarks analogous to those for Tz also hold for T,(X). The algebras P( T,(X)),, 
and der&(.Y( T&X))) are isomorphic. Moreover it is easy to see that T,(X) is a “universal 
interpretation”: two 01 tree grammars G, and Ga , with nonterminals Fl and F, , compute 
the same call by name relation over all (nondeterministic) Z-algebras iff they do so over 
Td-0 
In the rest of this section we look at some connections with the literature. We shall 
first show how ordinary recursive program (scheme)s (see [18, 5.21) fit into our formalism 
in both the call by value and the call by name case (the difference being that ordinary 
recursive program schemes have tests whereas ours have nondeterminism). The main 
problem is the representation of the if-then-else construction. We shall use the well-known 
“trick” of representing a conditional expression like if p(x) then f (x) else g(x) by the non- 
deterministic expression 
(ifp(x) then f (x) else w) or (ifp(x) then w else g(x)), 
where w stands for “undefined.” Moreover, to be able to represent the components of 
this expression, we introduce first a basic function pr, which stands for the second 
projection, and second, to replace p(x), two partial functions pr(x) and P&Y), which 
are defined iff p(x) is true and false, respectively, and, if defined, deliver some 
arbitrary value (for instance, x). Our expression is now representable as pr,( pr(x), f (x)) 
0~ PY,( P&>, g(4). Th e recursive program F(x, y) = ifx = 0 then 1 else F(x - 1, F(x, y)) 
will, for instance, be represented as follows: let Z(X) stand for x = 0, f(x) for x - 1, and 
a for 1, then the representation is F(x, y) = pr2(zY(x), a) OY pr2(zN(x), F(f(x), F(x, y))). 
We shall now state this more formally. Let a recursive program scheme S consist of a 
finite ranked alphabet 9 of function symbols, a finite ranked alphabet ZI of operators or 
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basic function symbols, a finite ranked alphabet Q of predicate symbols and a finite set of 
equations of the form 
F(Xl ... xn) = ifp(7, ... TV) then a else B, (*) 
exactly one equation for each FE St. In (*), F is in sa (n 2 0), p in Q, (k > 0), and 
pi ,..., Q, 01, p are in TzUs(X,). An “interpretation” A consists of a set A, for each 
f +z Zk a partial function fA: Ak -+ A, and for each p E 9, a partial function pA: Ak ---f 
{true, false}. For such an interpretation one can, in the usual way (see [IQ, associate with 
each FE F* two partial functions A” -+ A which are the functions computed by (S, F) 
in A in a call by value or call by name mode. 
We now associate with each recursive program scheme Sa context-free tree grammar G,. 
Define new ranked alphabets @’ and QN such that, for each k, l&y = { pr 1 p E f&} and 
QkN = ( pN 1 p E Qk}, and let prz be a new symbol of rank 2. Gs is defined to be (zl u By u 
QN u {PC& *, R), w h ere, corresponding to each equation F(x, *.- x,,) = if P(T~ ... Tk) 
then OL else fi, the set R contains the two rules 
and 
F(XI “* Xn) -+ $“-,( P&I *-* Tk,)a) 
F(XI * * ’ xn) + Py2( PN(‘1 *’ * Tk)fl)m 
Finally we associate with each interpretation A a partial (Z u Qy u JP’ u (pr,))-algebra A’ 
with the same carrier, for f E Zk , fA, = fA , for p E 9, 
and 
PYA’ = {(% ,..., ak , %) 1 p,h ,..., ak) = true) 
PNA’ = &% ,..., uk , %) 1 PA(~ ,.-, ak) = false), 
and pr2,4 = {(ul , a2 , a,) I al , a2 E 4. 
We now state without proof the validness of these translations. For any recursive 
program scheme S, function symbol F and interpretation A, 
(1) the partial function computed by (S, F) in A in a call by value mode is equal 
to the component of F in the solution of G, in &‘(A’) (i.e., the call by value relation 
computed by (Gs , F) over A’; see the comment following Corollary 5.7); 
(2) the partial function computed by (S, F) in A in a call by name mode is equal 
to the restriction to singletons of the component of F in the solution of G, in SJ@‘(A’)) 
(i.e., the call by name relation computed by (G, , F) over A’; see Definition 5.19). 
In [18], to obtain the call by name function computed by a recursive program scheme 
for an interpretation A, the domain A is extended to A u {w}, where w is a new element 
standing for “undefined.” It is then shown that a recursive program scheme defines a 
total function (A u {w})” + A U {w}, which is the least fixed point of a suitable mapping. 
In our formalism, the call by name relation is obtained via a total function (g(A))” + 
P(A). Obviously, in P(A), the empty set plays the role of W. We state without proof: 
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(3) The total function computed by (S, F), in a call by name mode, in A u {w} 
is equal to the restriction to singletons and $ (where # stands for w) of the F-component of 
the solution of G, in flA(P(A’)). 
From correspondences (1) and (2), and Theorems 5.6 and 5.17, respectively, we obtain 
the following MW-like results for recursive program schemes. For any recursive program 
scheme S, function symbol F and interpretation A, 
(I) the call by value function computed by (S, F) in A is the D-homomorphic 
image in W(A’) of a recognizable tree language over D = D@), where 2 = A u @’ u 
QN u { pr,} (note that we may delete pr2 from L? since its homomorphic image is equal to 
that of ~a~); 
(2) the call by name function computed by (S, F) in A is the derived relation over 
A’ of an 01 tree language with variables over the alphabet Z u Qy u LP’ u { pr,} (see the 
comment following Definition 5.19). 
What can we say about recursive program schemes more general than the ones dis- 
cussed above ? Obviously, we can also handle nondeterminism. Consider, for instance, 
the following program taken from [38]): F(x) = if prime(x) then (X or F(x + 1)) else 
F(x + 1). This nondeterministic program computes (both in the call by value and call 
by name cases) the relation {(x, y) 1 y is prime and y > X} over N. Let f(x) stand for 
x + 1 and m(x) for prime(x). Then a context-free tree grammar computing the same 
relation has rules 
and 
or equivalently 
and 
W + PY~(~YW, 
F(x) -+ Py2(mYM w(f4))7 
F(x) -+ Py2(mN(x) F(f@)>) 
F(x) --f PY,(~Y(+) 
w + W-4). 
What about the basic operations ? In the presence of tests it does not seem to make 
much sense to make them multivalued. However, in the call by name case it makes some 
sense to consider basic operations (A U {w})” -+ A U {w}, or in other words P(A)n -+ 
B(A), which are d-continuous but not U-continuous in their arguments (i.e., they cannot 
be obtained from A by the subset construction, or in the words of [18] they are not 
“natural extensions” of partial functions An -+ A). We have seen previously that our 
MW-like result breaks down for non U-continuous algebras. It is, however, not clear 
whether such operations are needed in the presence of nondeterminism. In [18] the main 
such operation is if-then-else: (A u {w>)” ---f A U {w}. We have seen how to handle 
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z&--then-else with the use of nondeterminism. Another example in [lg] is the so-called 
“parallel multiplication” *: (N u {w})” -+ N u {w] where 
*(x, Y) = 0 ifx=Oory=O 
=OJ ifx=wory=w(andx#O,y#O) 
= xy otherwise (where xy is the ordinary product 
of natural numbers x and y). 
But, using nondeterminism, parallel multiplication can actually be programmed, as 
follows 
*(xy) = (if x = 0 then 0 else xy) or (ify = 0 the-n 0 else xy), 
where the call by name solution is of course intended. Thus it seems that, if such func- 
tions are needed, they can as well be programmed rather than considered to be basic. 
We conclude this section by connecting our MW-like results to MW-like results 
obtained in the literature in connection with injnite trees (see [15, 22,231). 
In [15] it is shown that a system of regular Z-equations in which, for each nonterminal, 
the right-hand side of its equation is a singleton (let us call this a “deterministic” system), 
can be solved in the algebra CT, of infinite trees over 2 (we shall call its solution a 
“recognizable infinite tree”). Let 1 be a new symbol of rank 0. Then CT, can be viewed 
as consisting of all Z u (I}-labeled finite or infinite trees such that a node labeled with 
a symbol of rank n has exactly n successors. The finite trees in CT, are therefore those 
of T,(l). A natural order, with minimal element 1, is defined on CT,, and it is shown 
that CT,is free in the class of all d-continuous Z-algebras with &continuous i-preserving 
C-homomorphisms. Moreover, the solution of a deterministic system of regular Z-equa- 
tions in any d-continuous Z-algebra is the homomorphic image of its solution in CT,. 
A deterministic system of context-free Z-equations (i.e., a context-free grammar with 
one rule for each nonterminal) can be solved in CT,(X) (we shall call its solution a 
“context-free infinite tree”). In fact, CT,(X) is a (d-continuous) D(Z)-algebra in the 
obvious way (with cask being substitution of infinite trees). For any d-continuous Z- 
algebra B such a system of context-free Z-equations can be solved in .FA(B) and the 
solution is the derived operation of the solution in CT,(X) (where “derived operation” 
is the unique d-continuous i-preserving D(Z)-homomorphism from CT,(X) into 
9JB)). For more details we refer to [15]. In a different setting these MW-like results 
have been shown by Nivat [23], h w o re p resents an infinite tree by a d-complete subset of 
T.&L). 
Obviously, these results can also be applied to “nondeterministic” systems of equations 
by the introduction of an operator + to represent union. For context-free equations there 
are two (equivalent) ways of doing this, depending on whether + is viewed as an operator 
on the ,Z level or on the D(Z) level. We shall consider the latter alternative, leaving the 
former to the reader. 
Let, for any S-sorted alphabet Q sZ+ denote the S-sorted alphabet consisting of 
Q u {+, 1 s E S}, where +, is a new symbol of type (ss, s). Whenever s is understood 
we write + rather than +, . With each system E of regular Q-equations we now associate 
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a deterministic system Ef of regular J’2+-equations as follows. If F = {TV ,..., TV} is an 
equation of E (with n > l), then F = {TV + TV + ... + TV} (in some arbitrary order) is 
the equation for F in E+, where TV + ... + 7, of course stands for +JT~ +, (TV + *.* 
+ , (T~-~T,J *..)), s being the sort of F. If F = ,CZ is an equation of E, then F = (F} is the 
equation for F in E+. It should be obvious that, for any A-continuous Q-algebra A with 
U-complete carriers, the solutions of E and E+ are equal, if, for each s in S, +, is inter- 
preted as the U-operation in A, . However, E+ can also be solved in A-continuous 
S2+-algebras in which + is not interpreted as U, for example in CT,+ . 
Let now ,Z be a ranked alphabet and D its derived alphabet. Note that Z+ = ,Z u (+} 
with + E ZZ+ and Df = D u {+, j n E N} with +, E D;t,,, . For a given system E of 
regular D-equations, we can solve Ef in the D+-algebras ~(Z’Z(X)),o , 9’(Tz(X)),r , 
W(A), and 9@) ( w h ere A is a nondeterministic Z-algebra and B is a A-continuous 
Z-algebra with U-complete carrier) as before, but also in the A-continuous Df-algebras 
CT,+(X) and CT,+ (where, for t, , t, E CTZ+(X,), +,(t, , &) = -t&J). 
We now obtain the following diagram 
In this diagram, if two algebras P and Q are connected by arrows, it means that there is 
a unique A-continuous J--preserving (and whenever possible U-continuous) D+- 
homomorphism from P to Q (details are left to the reader). Furthermore, for any deter- 
ministic system of regular D+-equations, its solution in Q is the homomorphic image of 
its solution in P. We note that one can easily associate with each deterministic system E+ 
of regular D+-equations a system E of regular D-equations such that the solution of Ef 
in any A-continuous D+-algebra is a subvector of the solution of E. Hence, as an example, 
the IO tree languages over Z are precisely the images under the homomorphism (2) 0 (1) 
of the recognizable infinite trees in CT,+ . Thus the diagram surveys all MW-like results 
for systems of regular D-equations discussed up until now. 
Although the diagram is meant to be transitive, (4) and (8) are drawn separately 
because (3) and (7) d o not always exist. In fact, as shown previously, (3) only exists if A 
is a (deterministic) Z-algebra, whereas (7) only exists if B is a U-continuous 
Z-algebra. 
Let us recall some of the names of the homomorphisms in the diagram and give names 
to the new ones. (2) is YIELD, (3) is derrel, , and (7) is derop, . For any many-sorted 
alphabet 9 we shall denote by SET the unique A-continuous l-preserving S+-homo- 
morphism CT,+ -+ B(Ta). Thus (1) in the diagram is SET. It is also appropriate to 
denote (6) by SET. For obvious reasons we shall denote by YIELD the homomorphism 
(5): CT,+ + CT,+(X). Note that the homomorphism from CT,+ into B(TdX)),, is 
571/16/r-6 
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YIELD 0 SET, whereas the homomorphism from CT,+ into 9( T&X)),, is SET o YIELD. 
This expresses in a nice way the basic difference between IO and 01. 
Consider a domain of computation A and let B = @(/I). For nondeterministic 
recursive program schemes we now indicate the “best MW-like result,” i.e., the lowest 
tree algebra in the diagram in which the computation can be done symbolically. There are 
six possibilities, depending on whether the computation is call by value (IO) or call by 
name (01) and depending on whether A is an ordinary Z-algebra, a nondeterministic 
Z-algebra, or has even nonnaturally extended basic operations. 
IO Z-algebra g’( TXX>ho 
nondet. Z-algebra g’( TD) 
nonnat. ext. meaningless 
01 Z-algebra g( T@))oI 
nondet. Z-algebra W”Z(~))OI 
nonnat. ext. CT,+(X) 
We finally observe that, instead of +, one can also consider a ternary operation if- 
then-else. This would give a similar diagram for deterministic recursive program schemes. 
6. A CLOSURE PROPERTY OF THE IO TREE LANGUAGES 
In Section 4 (Corollary 4.12) we have shown that every IO tree language over .X is the 
YIELD of a recognizable tree language over D(Z) and vice versa. This result can be used 
to prove properties of IO tree languages by applying well-known facts from the theory 
of recognizable tree languages, in the same way as was done for context-free string 
languages in [30, 351. S ince each IO string language [12] is obviously the yield of an IO 
tree language, one can even obtain properties of IO string languages from those of 
recognizable tree languages (cf. Section 4). 
To illustrate the fruitfulness of the algebraic fixed point approach to language theory 
we shall in this section use Corollary 4.12 to give an algebraic proof of the intuitively 
obvious fact that the IO tree languages are closed under deterministic bottom-up tree 
transducer mappings. Before doing so we shall look at two special cases: closure under 
intersection with a recognizable tree language and closure under “tree homomorphisms.” 
At the end of the section two examples are given which show the nonclosure of the IO 
tree languages under (nondeterministic) relabeling and the nonclosure of the 01 tree 
languages under tree homomorphisms, respectively. 
Let us first recall from Section 2.2 that, for any many-sorted alphabet .Z, a tree language 
over .Z is recognizable iff it is recognizable over a finite subalphabet of 2. We shall also 
use, without mentioning, the fact that, if L c T,,, , then it is recognizable in TX iff it is 
recognizable in TE , where 2 is the ranked alphabet with & =&l,{&,, 1 lg(w) = n}. 
We shall refer to z as “2, viewed as a ranked alphabet.” 
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In order to obtain .closure of the IO tree languages under intersection with a recognizable 
tree language, we prove the next lemma, which is a straightforward generalization of one 
of Rounds [30] for regular languages. 
6.1. LEMMA. Let Z be afinite ranked alphabet. If R is a recognizable tree language over .A’, 
then, for any$nite subalphabet D’ of D(Z), YIELD-r(R) n Z’n,,, is recognizable. 
Proof. Let Q be the finite Z-algebra such that R = h;‘(F) for some F C Q, where ho 
is the Z-homomorphism TX -+ Q. Consider now the finite D&)-algebra 9(Q) (this 
algebra, or rather derF(Q), might be called “the algebra of state transition functions of 
the finite tree automaton 8”). By Section 2.2 the mapping deropo is a D(Z)-homo- 
morphism DT&X) + 9(Q). Therefore deropo 0 YIELD is the unique D(Z)-homo- 
morphism from T,(,j into 9(Q). Denote this homomorphism by g. Note that, for a tree t 
of sort 0, deropo(t) = ho(t). Hence, for sort 0, gil(F) = YIELD-l(deropir(F)) = 
YIELD-l(h;‘(F)) = YIELD-l(R). Finally, the restriction of g to TD, is the unique 
D’-homomorphism from T,, into 9(Q), and the inverse image of F under this mapping 
is YIELD-l(R) n T,,,, . Consequently, this set is recognizable. 1 
6.2. COROLLARY. The class of IO tree languages is closed under intersection with a 
recognizable tree language. 
Proof. Let L be an IO tree language over Z and R a recognizable tree language over 2:. 
By Corollary 4.12, L = YIELD(R,,) for some recognizable tree language R, in T,,,, , 
where D’ is a finite subalphabet of D(Z). N ow L n R = YIELD(R, n YIELD-l(R)). 
By the previous lemma YIELD-l(R) n T,,,, is recognizable, and so, since the class of 
recognizable tree languages is closed under intersection, RO n YIELD-l(R) is recognizable. 
Hence, by Corollary 4.12, YIELD(R, n YIELD-l(R)) is an IO tree language. a 
Kate that it follows easily from this corollary and the lemma in [30, p. 1101 that the 
class of IO string languages is closed under intersection with a regular string language. 
Next we shall show that the class of IO tree languages is closed under “tree homo- 
morphisms.” Let 2 and S2 be possibly infinite ranked alphabets. Consider a family h = 
<hn)nsN of mappings h,: &, + Tn(X,). Such a family determines a mapping h: Tz -+ Tn , 
called a tree homomorphism, by the requirements 
(4 forf E&, h(f) = h&f); 
(ii) forf E -G , Yf(tl *.. t,)) = hn(f)[h(tl),..., 4&d. 
Moreover, together with the requirement that h(xi) = xi for all i, h is a mapping from 
Tz(X,) into Tn(X,J for each II >, 0. Thus h may be viewed as a mapping DTAX) + 
DTa(X). Let D be the N-sorted alphabet D(Z) - ,Z” (thus D = D(Q) - sz’; D consists 
of all projection symbols and composition symbols). It can easily be shown, and in fact it 
is a special case of Lemma 3.3(l), that h is a 6-homomorphism from DT,(X) into 
DTn(X), both viewed as B-algebras. 
A tree homomorphism h is called linear if no h,(f) contains two occurrences of the same 
variable. In the next lemma we show that each tree homomorphism from TX into TO can 
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be simulated “on the second level” (i.e., on the level of To(xj and T,,(o)) by a linear tree 
homomorphism. 
6.3. LEMMA. Let 2 and Q be ranked alphabets, and h a tree homomorphism from Tz 
into Tn . Then there is a linear tree homomorphism 9: T= + Tm (i.e., D(C) and D(Q) 
are viewed as ranked alphabets), such that YIELD 0 g = li 0 YIELD. Moreover, g is sort 
preserving (for every t, g(t) has the same sort as t). 
Proof. Intuitively, in order to simulate h, g only has to change the frontiers of the 
Do-trees. Formally g is defined as follows (note that D(Z) and D(G) are viewed as 
ranked alphabets): 
(i) for n > 0 and f E .& , g,( f ‘) = COMB,o(h,( f)) (for the definition of COMB, 
see Definition 4.4); 
(ii) for 1 < i < n, gO(rrin) = 7Kin; 
(iii) for n, k > 0, g,&d = c~,&~ ... G+J. 
Clearly, g may be viewed as a D-homomorphism from T,(,j into T,tn) , both con- 
sidered as d-algebras (where D = D(Z) - 27). N ow we have the following diagram 
TD(z) 
yIELDl 1 2:; 
DTs4-V ---+ R 
where all sets are d-algebras and all mappings are I%homomorphisms. Since T,(,, is 
obviously the free D-algebra generated by the elements of Z’, the diagram commutes if 
it does for the generators. For A 3 0 and f E .& , 
YIELD(g(f’)) = YIELD(COMBSR(h,(f))) = h%(f) =h(f& . ..x.,)) =h(YIELD(f’)). 
Hence YIELD o 2 = h o YIELD. i 
6.4. COROLLARY. The class of IO tree languages is closed under tree homomorphisms. 
Proof. Let L be an IO tree language over the finite ranked alphabet C. Thus L = 
YIELD(R) for some recognizable tree language R over some finite subalphabet of D(Z). 
By the previous lemma, for any tree homomorphism h: Tz -+ Tsa, h(L) = h(YIELD(R)) = 
YIELD( g(R)), where g is a linear tree homomorphism TDo -+ TDtn) , which may be 
restricted to the above mentioned finite subalphabet of D(Z). Therefore the closure of the 
recognizable tree languages under linear tree homomorphisms [34] implies that g(R) is 
recognizable over D(Q). Hence YIELD( g(R)) is an IO tree language. i 
We now turn to the slightly more complicated case of a deterministic bottom-up tree 
transducer, which may be treated by combining the previous two lemmas. We shall show 
that such a tree transducer may be simulated “on the second level” by a linear (non- 
deterministic) bottom-up tree transducer. Using the closure of the recognizable tree 
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languages under linear tree transducers, we obtain the desired closure result as in the 
two previous cases, For background on bottom-up tree transducers, see [2,9]. 
Let Z and G be finite ranked alphabets. A bottom-up tree transducer B from 2 to Q 
(called a “bottom-up finite state transformation” in [9]) consists of a finite set Q of 
“states,” a subset F of Q (of “final” states) and a family (Bn)nsN of mappings B,: 
Z% + S(Q” x Q x To(X,)), such that, for eachfe Z, , B,(f) is finite. 
Intuitively a tuple (ql ,..., qn , q, s) in Bn(f) corresponds to a rule f(qI(.xJ ... qn(xn)) --f 
q(s), see [9]. We shall be careless with parentheses, thus (a, (b, c)) == ((a, b), c) = (a, b, c), 
etc. 
B is called deterministic if, for all n 20 and f E ,?$, Bn(f) is in fact a mapping Q- 
Q x To(X,) (in particular, Be(f) is a single element). B is called linear if all trees from 
T,(X) used in (BJrzeN are linear (i.e., each variable occurs at most once in the tree). 
B determines a family i? = (BJn.b of mappings &: Tr(X,) -+ S(Q” x Q x To(X,)) 
as follows (intuitively, (ql ,..., qa , q, s) E k(t) iff t[ql(xl),..., q&J1 S- q(s), i.e., when 
started on t in state qi at each occurrence of xi, B can arrive in state q with output s, see 
P, 91): 
0) for 1 < i < n, B,(xi) = ((ql ,.-, qn , qt ,4 I q1 ,..., qn EQI; 
(ii) for f E 4 , K(f) = {(a ,..., qn , a 4 I qi E Q and (q, 4 E Bdf )I; 
(iii) for f E & and t, ,..., t, E T,(X,), B,(f(t, ... tk)) = {(ql ,..., qa , q, S) 1 there 
exist p, ,..., pk in Q and ui ,..., uk , u in To(X,) such that, for 1 < i < k, (ql ,..., qa , pi , ui) E 
R(t,), (Pl 9**., pk > q, u) E B,(f) and s = U[% ,.--> +I>. 
In particular, &, is a mapping from Tz into P(Q x TO). 
B realizes a mapping from Tz into B(T,), also denoted by B, defined by B(t) = 
{s I (4,s) E B,(t) f or some q in F}. Moreover, for L 5: TX, we define B(L) = u B(t). 
Note that, for deterministic transducers, B is a partial function TX -+ To . teL 
We now show that every deterministic bottom-up tree transducer can be “lifted to the 
second level.” 
6.5. LEMMA. Let 2 and J;, be Jinite ranked alphabets, and B a deterministic bottom-up 
tree transducer from .Z into Q. For every finite subalphabet D’ of D(Z) there is a linear 
bottom-up tree transducer U’from D’ into D(S) (both viewed as ranked alphabets) such that 
YIELD 0 V’ = B 0 YIELD as mappings T,,,, + g( T,) (in fact they are partia2 functions 
T D’s0 --) TcJ. 
Proof. We shall construct an infinite linear bottom-up tree transducer U from D(Z) 
into O(G) such that YIELD 0 U = B 0 YIELD as mappings T,Q),, ---f S(T,). U will 
have an infinite number of states and an infinite number of “input symbols” (the elements 
of D(Z)), but otherwise all previously given definitions also apply to U. It will be left 
to the reader to see that, for any finite subalphabet D’ of D(Z), U can be restricted in an 
obvious way to an ordinary bottom-up tree transducer U’ with the required property. 
Intuitively, U will be constructed in such a way that, if YIELD(s) = t, then U 
simulates on s the behavior of B on t by guessing for each occurrence of an f’ E Z,,’ 
at the frontier of s what the rule applied by B at each of the corresponding occurrences 
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off in t will be, and then checking the consistency of these guesses (note that, since B is 
deterministic, it will apply the same rule at two occurrences off in t which correspond 
to the same occurrence off’ in s). The states of U will therefore be the state transitions 
of B. U changes the D(Z)-trees only at their frontier. 
Formally U is defined as follows. Let B have states Q, final states F, and mappings 
<&,)ne~ . Then the set of states of U is Qu = lJ (8” x Q), and the set of final states noN 
of U is F. The mappings ( U,JnEN are defined by 
(i) forfE 2, (72 2 0), 
Udf’) = m >-**t qn , q), COMBn’V)) I (tzl>.+., q,a > q,t> E B,(f )I; 
(ii) for 1 6 i < n, u&t”) = (((41 ,-., qn , qi), “~1 41 p-., 4% ES); 
(iii) for 72, K 3 0, 
un+l(cn,k) = i&l P---Y qk 9 p&v (!?I s***, qk 9 i%), (PI s..*, Pn t P)v 
(6 P-**P qk Y P>, c%k(xl .**~s+d)lPi,P~vP~Ql* 
Consider the mapping 0s: Z’,c2j --+ 9(Qt, x T,(o)). It is easy to see that, for each 
n 2 0, 0s maps To(=),- into P(Q” x Q x T D(n),n). Thus one can draw the following 
diagram 
T D(r).n --% g’(s” X Q X T~m.n) 
YIELD 
1 1 
h 
T.&G) s,’ g’(s” x Q x T&W 
where h transforms each element of TD(o),n into YIELD in T&3&) (and perhaps “removes 
some parentheses”). Clearly, to prove our lemma, it suffices to show the commutativity 
of the above diagram for all n (in particular tt = 0). We shall do this, analogously to the 
case of tree homomorphisms, by finding four D-algebras such that the sets in the above 
diagram are their carriers of sort tz, and such that the mappings in the diagram become 
2%homomorphisms (where, as before, fi = D(Z) - 22’ = D(Q) - ~2’). For the left 
side of the diagram we can choose the D-algebras T,(z) and DT,(X). For the right side 
of the diagram, let TUP(Q) denote the (partial) B-algebra such that p x Q is the 
domain of sort n, ri’in = {(ql ,..., 4% , qi) 1 41 ,..., qn EQ), and %,k((ql ,..., qk , PI),..., 
(41 t***, qk > P,)> (PI se**, Pm > P)> = (41 ,**'I qk 9 P) and undefined otherwise. Then the 
B-algebras @(TUP(Q) x TDcn)) and 9(TUP(Q) x DTn(X)) have the proper domains 
(here, x denotes the obvious products of algebras, and B the subset algebra operation). 
Our diagram is now transformed into 
00 
TDLZ, -- @TUP(Q) X TD(n)) 
YIELD 
1 1 
h 
DTd-9 8’ ~W’P(Q) x DTd-0 
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Obviously, YIELD and h are both D-homomorphisms. It follows easily from the 
definition of U that 0s is a D-homomorphism. Finally, it can be shown that B is also a 
D-homomorphism (here the determinism of B is essential; the proof is similar to that 
of Lemma 3.3(2)). W e 1 eave it to the reader to check the details. Now, T,(,J is the free 
D-algebra generated by I=‘. But, for f~ Z,, , h(o,,(f’)) = h(U,,(f’)) = {(qi ,..., qn , 
YIELD(COMB,“(t))) 1 (ql ,a.., qn 3 4, t) E B+z(f)> = k(f) = &(f(x, -*a 4) = 
B,(YIELD(~‘)). H ence h 0 u,, = R 0 YIELD, and the lemma is proved. 1 
As a corollary we obtain the main theorem of this section. 
6.6. THEOREM. The class of IO tree languages is closed under deterministic bottom-up 
tree transducer mappings. 
Proof. Let L be an IO tree language over .Z. Thus L = YIELD(R) for some recog- 
nizable R over a finite subalphabet D’ of D(Z). By the previous lemma, for any deter- 
ministic bottom-up tree transducer B, B(L) = B(YIELD(R)) = YIELD(U’(R)) where 
U’ is a linear bottom-up tree transducer from D’ to D(Q). Since the class of recognizable 
tree languages is closed under linear tree transducer mappings [9,34], U’(R) is recog- 
nizable over D(Q), and hence its YIELD is an IO tree language. i 
Rounds [29, 301 has shown that the class of 01 tree languages is closed under linear 
top-down tree transducer mappings (and hence under linear bottom-up tree transducer 
mappings, see [9]). This closure result and that of Theorem 6.6 are optimal in the sense 
that the 01 tree languages are not closed under copying (more precisely, under tree homo- 
morphisms), whereas the IO tree languages are not closed under nondeterminism (more 
precisely, under nondeterministic relabeling). This can easily be shown from the examples 
given by Fischer to show the incomparability of the classes of IO and 01 string languages 
(for a definition of these string languages, see Definition 7.8 or [12]). 
6.7. EXAMPLE. (The 01 tree languages are not closed under tree homomorphisms.) 
The string language L = {b”(ah”)“-l 1 m 3 1, n = 2”) is not an 01 string language [12]. 
Let G = (Z, 9, P) be the 01 tree grammar with Z,, = {a, b}, ZI = {g}, ,& = {c}, 
St, = {S}, s1 = {F} and P consists of the rules 
Let h be the tree homomorphism with h,(g) = c(x,c(ux,)) and the identity on the other 
symbols (i.e., h,,(a) = a, h,,(b) = b, and h,(c) = c(x+J). Then yield(h(L,,(G, S))) = L. 
Hence h(L,,(G, S)) is not an 01 tree language. 1 
6.8. EXAMPLE. (The IO tree languages are not closed under nondeterministic 
relabeling.) 
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The string language L = {w E {a, b}* 1 the number of symbols b in w is 2” for some 
12 > 0) is not an IO string language [12]. C onsider the IO tree grammar G = (Z, 9, P) 
with Z’,, = {Q, b, e}, Za = {cl, So = {S, A), 9i = {F} and P consists of the rules 
s - c(AW(W)), 
A --, c(uA), A --f e, 
Wl) -+ mw4)~ &l) -3 * 
(G is obtained from the macrogrammar with rules S + AF(bA), A -+ aA, A -+ h, 
Wl) -+ %%)9 F( x 1) --+ xi by replacing X by e and writing c for concatenation). It is 
easy to see that yield(LIo(G, S)) = {am(Zru*)2” [ m, K, n 3 0} (note that yield(e) = A). 
Let h be the nondeterministic relabeling which relabels a by u or e, and leaves the other 
symbols (b, e, and c) the same. Then yield(h(L,,(G, S))) = L. Hence h(L,,(G, S)) is not 
an IO tree language. 
We note that the same argument shows that the class of IO string languages is not 
closed under nondeterministic relabeling: let h’ relabel a by a orf, then h’(yield(Lr,(G, S))) 
is not an IO string language (the IO string languages are closed under string homomor- 
phisms, in particular the one which sends f into A). 1 
7. HIERARCHIES 
We have seen in Sections 3, 4, and 5 that any system of context-free Z-equations over 
some Z-algebra A may be replaced by a system of regular D(Z)-equations over some 
appropriate D(Z)-algebra connected to A. Several authors [17, 37, 421 have suggested- 
that this process may be iterated, i.e., one may consider systems of context-free D(C) 
equations which may then be replaced by regular D(L)(Z))-equations (note that this 
requires the generalization of “derived alphabet” and other notions to the many-sorted 
case). In general one may consider systems of regular P(Z)-equations over an appropriate 
P(Z)-algebra A, corresponding to A. Roughly speaking, A,, consists of “nondeter- 
ministic” functions of functions of ... of functions (up to level n) over A. In particular 
each A, contains the subsets of A. Thus, for growing n, one obtains more and more (at 
least not less) subsets of A which are solutions of systems of equations, i.e., a hierarchy 
of higher level equational subsets of A. 
In this section we shall show that in fact two such hierarchies can be defined over 
every Z-algebra: an IO hierarchy and an 01 hierarchy. For both hierarchies an MW-like 
result can be proved, which, approximately, says that the “level rz” equational sets can be 
obtained by applying the mapping YIELD” to the recognizable tree languages over D”(Z) 
(in the IO case), or the recognizable infinite trees over D”(Z)+ (in the 01 case). In the 
particular case of a “monadic string algebra” the first three steps in the hierarchy are, 
in the IO case: the regular, context-free, and IO string languages, and in the 01 case: 
the regular, context-free, and 01 string languages. We conjecture that the 01 hierarchy 
is the same as that in [42]. The IO hierarchy is the one suggested in [lg. 
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This section is organized as follows. First we generalize a number of notions to the 
many-sorted case. We state a theorem saying that, as for recognizable tree languages, 
no new IO and 01 tree languages result from this generalization. Second we define the 
level n IO equational and level n 01 equational subsets of an algebra. We then prove the 
above mentioned MW-like result for the IO case, and consider the IO string hierarchy. 
Finally we briefly treat the 01 case. 
The reader is now asked to generalize most of the concepts and facts treated so far 
to the case of a many-sorted alphabet. In order to assist him, we shall define a number of 
these generalized concepts and leave it to the reader to check their properties (note that 
in Sections 2 and 4 several many-sorted concepts have already been defined; see also [17]). 
Let S be a set of sorts. For w E S* and 1 < i < lg(w), we shall denote by wi the ith 
symbol of w, thus w = wiws a** w, , where n = lg(w) and wi ,..., w, E S. Let Z = 
(Z,,,) be an S-sorted alphabet ((w, s) E S* x S). First of all we need the generalized 
notion of derived alphabet. 
The derived (S* x S)-sorted alphabet of Z, denoted by D(Z), is obtained as follows. 
Let, for each (w, s) E S* x S and each f E Z,,, , f’ be a new symbol; let for each w E S* 
(w # A) and each i, 1 < i < lg( w , vTTiM be a new symbol; and let for each w, v E S* and ) 
s E 4 G4l,u,s be a new symbol. Then D(Z) consists of these new symbols with their types 
(elements of (S* x S)* x (S* x S)) specified as follows: 
(i) forf E .G,, , f’ has type (A, <w, s>>; 
(ii) ?riw has type (A, (w, We)); and 
(iii) c,,,,, has type ((w, s)(v, wi) a.. (v, w,,>, (v, s)) (in particular, c,,,,, has type 
((4 s>, (v, s))). 
In the ranked case (S = {s}), to remain consistent with Definition 2.2.1, one has to 
identify riw with @(@, and c,,,,, with c~,(,),~~(~) . 
The derived alphabet of order n, denoted by D”(C), is defined by DO(Z) = .Z and 
D”-tl(Z) = D(D”(Z)). 
In the place of X, we shall use the set of (sorted) variables X, = {x~,~ 1 i 3 1 and 
s E S}. The symbol x~,~ is meant to be a constant of sort s. Let X, = B and, for every 
w E S* (w # A), X, = {xi,,,, 1 1 < i < lg(w)}. For w E S*, X, will also be used to 
denote the family of disjoint sets Y = (Y,),,s where Y, = {x~,~. j wi = s}. Thus 
Tz(X,) denotes T,(Y) as defined in Section 2.2. Note that in the ranked case these 
concepts are the usual ones. 
The tree substitution D(Z)-algebra, denoted by DT,(X,), or DT,(X) if S is understood, 
is defined analogously to the ranked case. The domain of sort (w, s) is T,(X,),; for 
fE.Z&., f’k the treef(xlSwl ..*x~.~J; riw = x~,~, and ce.u,s (t t , 1 ,..., tn) = t[tl ,..., t,J, 
the result of substituting ti for xi,,,, in t. The unique D(Z)-homomorphism T,cn --+ 
DT,(X) is called YIELD. 
Let now A be a Z-algebra. The D(Z)-algebra of functions over A, denoted by S(A), has 
the set of all functions ASI x 1.. x A, + A, as domain of sort (sr 3.. s, , s) (in particular, 
cF(A)c~,S> = A,); +“’ 8n is the ith projection and c,,,,, is the usual composition of 
functions. Every t E T,(X,), gives rise to a derived operation tA in .F(A)cw,s> (see Section 
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2.2). Note that for w = h, tA = hA(t), where hA is the Z-homomorphism TX --+ A. We 
also denote tA by derop.,(t); deropA is the unique D(Z)-homomorphism DT,(X) -+ 
s(A). 9 can be iterated and s”(A) is clearly a D(E)-algebra(n > 0). For a A-continuous 
Z-algebra B with U-complete carriers, the D(Z)-algebra of A-continuous functions ower B, 
denoted by Yb(B), is defined in the obvious way. By Lemma 5.14, ..% can be iterated and 
Fdn(B) is a A-continuous P(Z)-algebra with U-complete carriers. 
Finally we define an S-sorted context-free tree grammar to be a triple G = (2, 9, P), 
where Z and s are disjoint finite S-sorted alphabets and P is a finite set of productions 
of the form F(x~,~ ... x~,,,,) + r, where K > 0, FE .&,, , and T E TzuJ(XW)~ for w = 
w, ... pub and somg s in S. The definitions of derivation and generated language are 
completely analogous to the ranked case. 
This ends our list of generalizations. 
We shall first show that in the many sorted case no new IO and 01 tree languages are 
obtained. As before, for any S-sorted alphabet 2, we shall denote by f the ranked 
alphabet associated to Z in a natural way: for n = 0, .& = u {ZwIs / Ig(w) = n}, that is, 
& consists of all symbols of Z of rank n. w,s 
7.1. THEOREM. Let .Z be a $nite S-sorted alphabet and 2 its associated ($nite) ranked 
alphabet. Let L be a tree language contained in T,#, for some s E S. Then L is an IO (01) 
tree language over Z if and only if it is an IO (01) tree language over 2. 
Proof. Let us note first of all that S may be assumed to be finite. The only if part of 
the statement is easy. One simply changes a given many-sorted context-free tree grammar 
G = (Z, 9, P) into the ordinary context-free tree grammar Gi = (z, 9, PI) where PI 
is obtained from P by “dropping the sorts of the variables” (i.e., replacing each xi.8 by xi 
in all rules). It is easy to see that L(G, , A) = L(G, A) for any A ~gs in both the IO 
and 01 mode of derivation. 
For the if part, let L be an arbitrary IO (01) tree language over z (not necessarily 
contained in TX,,). It suffices to show that L n T,,, is an IO (01) tree language over Z. 
Clearly Tzss is a recognizable tree language over z (use the set of sorts together with one 
“rejecting state” as the elements of the obvious finite Z-algebra recognizing TX,,). Now 
the IO (01) tree languages are closed under intersection with a recognizable tree language 
(for IO, see Corollary 6.2; for 01, see [29, 301). Thus, in particular, L n T,,, is an IO 
(01) tree language over z. However, by inspecting the constructions involved in the above 
mentioned proofs, it can be seen that one ends up with a grammar for L n T,,, which can 
easily be changed into a many-sorted grammar by associating types with nonterminals. 
In fact the only problem is deletion: a nonterminal might produce a “nonsorted” subtree, 
which is deleted later in the derivation. In the IO case this is solved by starting with a 
nondeleting grammar for L (see [12]), and the 01 case by simply not deriving the wrong 
subtree. 1 
We now turn to the definition of the hierarchies of higher level equational subsets of a 
Z-algebra A. First we note that the IO equational subsets of A (see Section 5) can also 
be characterized as the solutions of systems of regular D(Z)-equations in the D(Z)-algebra 
9(9(A)) rather than in W(A) (there is a U-continuous D(Z)-homomorphism h: 
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qq4) - W(A); in fact, for Q C %(A), h(Q) = UQ, where .9(A) is considered as a 
subalgebra of W(A) in the obvious way: hence, since h is the identity on B(A), the 
D(Z)-equational elements of B(A) are the same in 9(9(A)) and W(A)). Moreover, 
from an intuitive point of view, it is perhaps more natural to solve D(Z)-equations in 
P(S(A)), where a set of derived operators (i.e., L C T&Y)) is interpreted as a set of 
derived operations, rather than a derived relation. 
Consider a derived alphabet P(Z) of order 7t. Intuitively, the composition symbols in 
D”(Z) should be interpreted as composition of functions of level tl over some domain. 
Two natural choices of a D”(Z)-algebra connected to a Z-algebra A are P(.P(A)) in the 
IO case and Sdn(P(A)) in the 01 case (obtained by iterating the 9 in 9($(A)) and 
Sd(~(A)), respectively). 
7.2. DEFINITION. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet and A a Z-algebra. Let 7t 3 0 and 
s E s. 
(i) A subset of A, is IO(n) equational if it is equational as an element of the U- 
continuous P(Z)-algebra 9(9”(A)). 
(ii) A subset of A, is 01(n) equational if it is equational as an element of the d- 
continuous P(Z)-algebra zF,,~(~(A)). M ore g enerally, for a d-continuous Z-algebra B 
with U-complete carriers, an element of B, is 01(n) equational if it is equational as an 
element of the P(Z)-algebra Fdn(B). 1 
The sort of the elements of B(P(A)) and SAn(P(A)) in which we are interested 
(i.e., for every s E S, the subsets of A,) will be denoted by t,(s). Thus 
t,(s) = s and 
Note that F(A)o,,, = A, , P(A)s = B(A,) and FJB),,,,, = B, . 
7.3. EXAMPLE. Let 2 be the S-sorted alphabet with S ={s}, Z& ={a}, and Z8,,,, ={g} 
(thus Z is a ranked alphabet with a constant a and a binary operator g; for the sake of the 
example we shall use the many-sorted notation). Consider the S* x S-sorted context- 
free tree grammar G = (D(Z), 9, P), where %A,<,,8) = (Q}, 9&rr~,(s,sj = {F}, and the 
productions are 
Then Go is a system of regular D*(Z)-equations (cf. Definition 4.5). Thus, for any 
Z-algebra A, the solution of Q in the D*(Z)-algebra 4”(P(A))(.%?(g(A))) is an 10(2) 
equational (01(2) equational) subset of A. Note that the sort of this solution is t,(s) = 
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(A, (A, s)). Without all the confusing sub- and superscripts the grammar G looks like 
this: 
Q - c(W) a’), where d = c(g’vd, 
F(x) - Wxx)), 
and 
F(x) 3 x. 
Consider the Z-algebra A with domain a* (all strings of symbols a), uA = u and g, is 
concatenation. We shall now solve the above equations in the algebras 8(s2(A)) and 
gA2(9(A)), using informal but intuitively clear notation. First, in 8(9z(.4)), F = {F, j 
n 3 0) where F, E S2(A) d enotes the function such that, for anyf: A + A, F,(f) = f2”. 
Since d: A + A and for every w E A, d(w) = ww, F(d) is the set of functions {d2” / n > 0} 
and c(F(d)a’) = {d2”(u) 1 n 3 0} = {u2*” 1 n > O}. Second, in sA2(&4)), F -= Ll,F, , 
where F,, E sA*(@(A)) denotes the function such that, for anyf : 9(A) -+ 9’(A), F,(f) = 
f 2”. Since d: B(A) + B(A) and for every B C A, d(B) = BB, F(d) =nyO F,(d) = 
II d2” and 
n>O 
c(F(d)a’) = L10 d2”({u}) = y0 {u}~‘” = (8” / n 3 O}. Hen: the lan- 
guage (8” 1 n > 0} is both an 10(2) equational and 01(2) equational subset of a*. 1 
Some elementary facts are stated briefly in the following lemma. 
7.4. LEMMA. 
(1) IO(O) equational = 01(O) equational = equational, 
(2) IO(l) equational = IO equational, 
01(l) equational = 01 equational, 
(3) For tree Zanguuges, 
IO(O) equational = 01(O) equational = recognizable, 
IO(l) equationaz = IO tree language, 
01(l) equational = 01 tree language (where, for an iff$nite alphabet, only 
tree languages over jinite subalphabets are considered). 
(4) For aZZ n 3 0, IO(n) equational implies IO(n + 1) equational, and 
01(n) equational implies OI(n + 1) equational. 
In the next theorem we shall prove an MW-like result for IO(n) equational subsets, 
which shows that the IO hierarchy is the one intended in [17]. From [21] we know that, 
for a Z-algebra A and s E S, a subset of A, is equational iff it is the Z-homomorphic 
image of a recognizable Z-tree language. From Sections 4 and 5 we know that a subset of 
A, is IO equational iff it is the Z-homomorphic image of the YIELD of a recognizable 
D(Z)-tree language (of sort (A, s)). The general result will be that a subset of A, is IO(n) 
equational iff it is the Z-homomorphic image of the YIELDn of a recognizable P(Z)- 
tree language (of sort tJs)>. Note that YIELD maps Z’o(z)).cA,a, to T,,, . Hence, by 
induction, YIELDn maps TDn(x),tn(s) to TX,, . 
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7.5. THEOREM. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet, A a Z-algebra, and h, the Z-homomor- 
phism Tz + A. For any s E 5’ and n > 0, a subset of A, is IO(n) equational if and only if it 
is the image under h, 0 YIELDn of a recognizable tree language in TDn(z),t,(s) . In particular, 
a tree language over 2 is IO(n) equational ifl it is YIELD”(L) for some recognizable tree 
language L over D”(Z) (of appropriate sort). 1 
Proof. If h, denotes the unique D*(Z)-homomorphism Ton(~) + F’“(A), then the 
solution of any system of regular D%(C)-equations in @(F”(A)) is the h, image of its 
solution in Y(T,,(,,), which is a recognizable D’(Z)-tree language (see Lemma 5.2 and 
Section 2.3). Thus it suffices to show that h, = hA 0 YIELDn on any sort t,(s). We show 
this by induction on n. For n = 0 there is nothing to prove. For n = 1 it is clear that 
h, = Iz~(~) = derop, 0 YIELD. Moreover deropA(t) = hA(t) for each t of sort (X, s}. 
Hence h, = hA 0 YIELD. Suppose that the statement is true for n. We now apply the 
case n = 1 to the case n + 1 by taking Dn(Z) instead of Z and FG”(A) instead of A, as 
follows (note that h, = h9”cA)): 
h - deropsn(A) o YIELD n+1 - 
= h, 0 YIELD on L+&) 
= hA 0 YIELDn o YIELD = hA o YIELDn+l. 
This proves the statement and the theorem. 1 
We note that originally the proof of this theorem was much longer. The present short 
proof is due to Damm [44]. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.5 we state the following MW-like corollary. 
7.6. COROLLARY. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet, A a Z-algebra, n 3 0, and s E S. 
A subset of A, is IO(n) equational iff it is the Z-homomorphic image of an IO(n) equational 
tree language over C (of sort s). 1 
7.7. EXAMPLE. Consider Example 7.3. It is left to the reader to show that the 10(2) 
equational subset {a22n / n > 0} is h,(YIELD(L)), w h ere L is the IO D(Z)-tree language 
generated by the nonterminal Q of the grammar G. For instance, without sub- and super- 
scripts, Q 9 c(c(dd)a’) and h,(YIELD(c(c(dd)a’))) = h,(g(g(aa)g(aa))) = a4. 1 
As an example we now consider the IO hierarchy of string languages. 
Let K? be an ordinary (finite) alphabet. There are two well-known ways of considering 
52* as a Z-algebra. First, let 52” be the ranked alphabet determined by Sac = J2 u {e} and 
s22c = {c}, where e and c are new symbols. IR* is viewed as an @-algebra, denoted by 
52,*, by defining e to be the empty string X, every symbol in J2 to be itself, and c to be 
string concatenation. The unique @-homomorphism To, --f sZ,* is called yield (cf. 
Example 2.2.3; note that “yield” differs from the usual one by the fact that yield(e) = X). 
Second, let 52* be the (monadic) ranked alphabet determined by Qin = {e} and Qrm = 9. 
Q* is viewed as an P-algebra, denoted by Q m*, by defining e = X and, for w E P and 
a E Sz, a(w) = aw (thus a E sZlm is interpreted as left concatenation with a). Since the 
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unique S2m-homomorphism T,,, + 1;2,* is clearly an isomorphism, we shall not distin- 
guish between T* and !&* as P-algebras. 
Thus an IO hierarchy of string languages over Q can be built up in two ways: by 
viewing 52* either as an P-algebra or as w-algebra. It is well known that the equational 
subsets of Q,* are the context-free languages over 52 ([21]; e causes no problem). 
Let us now define IO (and 01) string languages. It should be clear to the reader that 
our definition is equivalent to the usual one in [12]. 
7.8. DEFINITION. Let Q be an alphabet. A language over Q is called an IO string 
language (01 string language) over 52 if it is the yield of an IO tree language (01 tree 
language) over Qc. 1 
It follows directly from this definition and Corollaries 5.11 and 5.18 that the IO (01) 
equational subsets of Q,* are the IO (01) string languages over 9. Thus the hierarchy 
of IO(n) equational languages in 52, * starts with the context-free and the IO string 
languages. We now consider Q,,, *. 
7.9. THEOREM. Let l2 be an al’hube~. For n = 0, I, and 2 the IO(n) equational subsets 
of Qm* are the regular, context-free, and IO string languages, respectively. 
Proof. For n = 0 the statement should be clear from the isomorphism between 52,* 
and Tp . For n = 1,2 we know from Theorem 7.5 that an IO(#) equational subset of T,, 
is the YIELD of an IO(n - 1) equational subset of TD(p).O. Hence the IO(l) equational 
subsets of 52,* are the YIELDS of recognizable tree languages in TD(pj,n).o, and the 10(2) 
equational subset of Q,,,* are the YIELDS of IO tree languages in TD(a,,,),O. 
Consider, informally, some tree in TDcp,,O. Then one notices that it contains in general 
many superfluous subtrees (w.r.t. YIELD), due to the fact that, since all elements of ti 
have rank 1 or 0, trees in Tam(X) can contain at most one variable. In fact, one may see 
that any tree t, in Tw is YIELD of a tree t, in TD(RR),O in which only the symbols from 
f-2 U {e, clel , c~,~} are used. Moreover, for such a tree t, , when c1,1 and clSO are identified 
with c, YIELD(t,) = yield(t,) = tl . 
Formally we shall show the existence of two mappings B,: TD(Rm~,O + Tnc and 
B,: T,, ---f TD(w),o such that yield(B,(t)) = YIELD(t) and YIELD(B,(t)) = yield(t). 
Thus 
B1 
TD(nm), 0 z Tnc 
\ a2 I 
Y’ELD \ I yie’d Tfyn =R: 
Moreover we shall show that B, and Bz preserve the properties of being a recognizable 
tree language and being an IO tree language. From this the theorem can be proved as 
follows. For 11 = 1, 2, if L is an IO(n) equational subset of 1(2m*, then L = YIELD(R) 
for some IO(n - 1) equational tree language R in TD(nn)VO . Hence L = yield(B,(R)) and 
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B,(R) is an IO(n - 1) equational tree language in Tw. Therefore, L is an IO(n - 1) 
equational subset of sZc*, i.e., for n = 1 a context-free language and for n = 2 an IO 
string language. Conversely, for n = 1,2, if L is an IO(n - 1) equational subset of sZc*, 
the L = yield(R) for some IO(n - 1) equational tree language R over 9”. Hence L = 
YIELD(B,(R)) and B,(R) is an IO(n - 1) equational tree language over D(P). There- 
fore L is an IO(n) equational subset of sZ,,,*. 
We now show the existence of B, and B, . B, will be realized as a linear deterministic 
bottom-up tree transducer mapping from O(P) to @ (in fact D(P) to G). It then 
follows from Section 6 and Theorem 7.1 that B, preserves the recognizable and the IO 
tree languages. More precisely, B, only exists for each finite subalphabet of @J-P) and 
this clearly suffices for our purpose. We shall, however (as we did in Section 6), construct 
an infinite B, for B(@l) and leave it to the reader to restrict B, to a finite transducer for 
each finite subalphabet of B(JP*). For notation, see Section 6. 
B, has states Q = N and final states F = Q. The family of mappings (Bn)neN is 
specified as follows: 
(i) for 1 < i < n, B,,(nin) = (i, e); 
(ii) B,,(e’) = (0, e); 
(iii) forfESZ, B,(f’) = (1,f); 
(iv) for 11, k 3 0, Bs+l(~,,k) is a mapping 8”” + Q x T&X,+,) such that, for 
j, i, ,..., in E IV, 
Bn+dcn,di 4 ,-., in) = (i, 4 if i=O 
= (ii , C(XlXj+l)) if 1 < j < 12 
= arbitrary otherwise. 
We note that the elements of Tw(X) can be identified with the strings in fJ* u Q*X. 
We leave it to the reader to check that (with this identification) for t E T,(*, , ie N, 
and t’ E TnC, if B,(t) = (i, t’) then either i = 0 and YIELD(t) = yield(t’), or i > 1 and 
YIELD(t) = yield(t’) . xi . Hence, for all t E T D(~).. , yield(&(t)) = YIELD(t). 
The mapping B,: T,, -+ TD(nn),o is easy to describe: for s E TnC, B,(s) = cl,o(te’), 
where t is obtained from s by relabeling c as ci,i , each f E fi as f’, and e as 7ri1. It is easy 
to see that t E TD(am),l and YIELD(t) = yield(s) . x1 . Hence B,(s) E TD(e),o and 
YIELD(B,(s)) = yield(s). It should be obvious that B, preserves the recognizable and 
IO tree languages (cf. Theorem 7.1). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Note that, if, as we conjecture, the IO(n) equational tree languages are closed under 
deterministic bottom-up tree transducer mappings, then the proof of the previous 
theorem shows that, for all n, the IO(n) equational subsets of sZnZ* equal the IO(n - 1) 
equational subsets of Qc*. 
We conclude this section by considering the 01 case. This case can be treated completely 
analogous to the IO case, using infinite trees (with +) rather than tree languages. Since 
infinite trees are more or less outside the scope of this paper, no detailed proofs will be 
given. For notation and some properties of infinite trees we refer to the last part of 
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Section 5. The generalization to the many-sorted case is understood (cf. [15]). Recall that, 
for any S-sorted alphabet Z, Z+ = Z U {+, j s E S}, SET denotes the homomorphism 
CT,+ -+ @(TX), and YIELD denotes the homomorphism CT,(,)+ + CT,+(X,). Note 
that YIELD maps CTD(z~+.(A.sj into CT,+,, . Hence YIELD” maps CTo,(r)+,tn(s~ into 
CT,+,, . Recall also that the solution of a system of regular (context-free) .Z+-equations in 
CT,+ is called a recognizable (context-free) infinite tree. 
The following MW-like result for 01(n) equational elements is the analog of Theorem 
7.5. 
7.10. THEOREM. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet, B a A-continuous Z-algebra with 
U-complete carriers, and hB the unique A-continuous l-preserving ZT-homomorphism 
CT,+ + B. For any s E S and n > 0, an element of B, is 01(n) equational if and only if 
it is the image under hB 0 YIELD” of a recognizable infinite tree in CT,,(,)+,,n(s) . 
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 7.5, using %A 
rather than 9, A-continuous D”(Z)+-algebras rather than D*(Z)-algebras, A-continuous 
l-preserving D*(Z)+-homomorphisms rather than P(Z)-homomorphisms, CT,,(,)+ 
rather than T,,(,, , and extending all D”(Z)-algebras with U-complete carriers to D”(Z)+- 
algebras by defining + to be U. 1 
As a particular case of this theorem we obtain the following result for 01(n) equational 
subsets of a Z-algebra. 
7.11. THEOREM. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet, A a Z-algebra, and hA the Z-homomor- 
phism Tz + A. For s E S and n > 0, a subset of A, is 01(n) equational if and only if it is 
the image under hA 0 SET 0 YIELD” f o a recognizable infinite tree in CTo,(r)+,t~(S) . In 
particular, a tree language over Z is 01(n) equational zy it is SET(YIELDn(t)) for some 
recognizable infinite tree over D”(Z)+ (of appropriate sort). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7.10 by the fact that, for B = g(A), h, = hA 0 SET. 
I 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following MW-like corollary. 
7.12. COROLLARY. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet, A a Z-algebra, n > 0 and s E S. 
A subset of A, is 01(n) equational a$ it is the Z-homomorphic image of an 01(n) equational 
tree language over .E (of sort s). i 
7.13. EXAMPLE. Consider Example 7.3. It is left to the reader to show that the 01(2) 
equational subset {azen / n 2 0} is h,(SET(YIELD(t))), where t is the infinite context-free 
D(Z)+-tree determined by the nonterminal Q of G. For instance 
h,(SET(YIELD(c(+( +(. . . +Wd) a’)))) 
= h,(SET(+(+(...g(g(aa)g(aa)))g(aa)))) 
= h,({g(aa), g(g(4 g(aa)),...)) = {a”, a*,...3. I 
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To contrast again the IO and 01 cases we state the next IO result, to be compared with 
Theorem 7.11. 
7.14. THEOREM. Let Z be an S-sorted alphabet, A a Z-algebra, and hA: T, + A. For 
any n > 0 and s E S, a subset of A, is IO(n) equational isfit is the image under h, o YIELD- o 
SET of a recognizable in.nite tree over D(Z)+ (of sort &(s)). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7.5 and the fact that SET is a d-continuous j-- 
preserving P(Z)+-h omomorphism from CTD,qr)+ into B(T,Q~). 1 
Thus IO(n) equational tree languages are obtained from the recognizable infinite trees 
in CT,QJ+ by application of YIELD” 0 SET, and the 01(n) equational tree languages by 
application of SET 0 YIELD” (this generalizes the diagram at the end of Section 5). 
Next we consider the 01 hierarchies of string languages. As in the IO case, consider a 
string alphabet Q and the two possible algebras Q,* and In,*. Clearly, the hierarchy of 
01(n) equational languages in Qn, * starts with the context-free and the 01 string languages 
(see Definition 7.8). We now show that the hierarchy of 01(n) equational subsets of J2,* 
starts with the regular, the context-free, and the 01 string languages (cf. [42]). 
7.15. THEOREM. Let Sz be an alphabet. For n = 0, 1, 2, the 01(n) equational subsets of 
Q,, * are the regular, context-free, and 01 string languages, respectively. 
Proof. For n = 0 the statement is clear. For n = 1,2 we shall only sketch a possible 
proof. From Theorem 7.10 it can be seen that the 01(l) equational subsets of Qm* are the 
SET o YIELDS of recognizable infinite trees over D(m)+ (of sort 0), whereas the 01(2) 
equational subsets of sZ,* are the SET 0 YIELDS of context-free infinite trees over 
D(P)+ (of sort 0). Analogously to the proof of Theorem 7.9 it would suffice to have 
mappings T1 and T, such that the following diagram commutes 
CTD(nm)+, 0 
YIELD 
I 
cT(nm)+ 
Tl 
- 
T2 
SET 
\ 
P’(Tnm) = 
/ 
yield 
9b-p 
and such that T1 and T, preserve recognizability and context freeness of infinite trees. As 
in the IO case, the existence of T, is obvious. For T, , think of a deterministic top-down 
tree transducer (see [29]) working on an infinite tree. Taking the join of all initial pieces 
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of output, one obtains an infinite tree as output of the transducer. Using arguments 
similar to the language case, one can prove that, in general, the classes of recognizable 
and context-free infinite trees are closed under deterministic top-down tree transducers 
(note that copying and deletion are no problem since the infinite tree is “generated by a 
deterministic grammar”). It should be clear that a deterministic topdown tranducer R, 
realizing Tl , can be constructed (for any finite subalphabet of O(52”“)). R has the set of 
states N and, denoting the output of R started in state i on input t by Ri(t), it has the 
property that, for any tree t in CT,,tQ,)+, SET(YIELD(t)) = yield(SET(R,(t))) u 
&II (yieWE’WW)N . 4. F or instance, the rule of R for the symbol c.,,!. and state 0 
might look like 
&,(4~~,~d) = 
The detailed construction of R is left to the reader. 1 
Finally we consider the 01 hierarchy for an arbitrary nondeterministic monadic algebra, 
i.e., a domain with a finite number of nondeterministic unary operations. Let 52 be an 
alphabet, let D be a set and let, for eachf E Q, fD be a mapping D -+ B(D), or equivalently 
a subset of D x D. Consider first the U-continuous GO-algebra A with domain @(D x D), 
such that for f E 52, fA = fD , eA is the identity mapping, i.e., eA = {(d, d) 1 d E D}, and 
cA is composition of binary relations. Since there is a (unique U-continuous Qc-homo- 
morphism g(Q,*) -+ P(D x D) (see [I l]), the equational (01 equational) elements of 
P(D x D) are the G-homomorphic images of the context-free languages (01 string 
languages) over Q. It was shown in [ll, Sections 4 and 51 that these are the relations 
computed by the nondeterministic recursive monadic program schemes in D (the relations 
computed by the so-called nondeterministic procedure parameter schemes in D, respec- 
tively). Consider now the nondeterministic P-algebra D with domain D, nondeterministic 
monadic operations fD and some “input element” en E D. It follows from Theorem 7.15 
and Corollary 7.12 (adapted in the obvious way to the case of a nondeterministic algebra) 
that, for n = 0, 1, and 2, the 01(n) equational subsets of D are the &P-homomorphic 
images of the regular, context-free, and 01 string languages in J&*, respectively. From 
a comparison of the S2m-homomorphism .P(Qm*) + B(D) with the Go-homomorphism 
9(Qc*) -+ B(D x D) it easily follows that these equational subsets are the images of e, 
under the @-homomorphic images of the regular, context-free, and 01 string languages, 
i.e., they are the sets computed from the input en by the nondeterministic Ianov schemes, 
the nondeterministic recursion schemes, and the nondeterministic procedure parameter 
schemes, respectively (see [ll, Sections 3, 4, and 51). This shows that these three classes 
of program schemes correspond in a natural algebraic way to the hierarchy of regular, 
context-free, and 01 string languages. 
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CONCLUSION 
We have shown that the fixed point approach to formal language theory and the theory 
of programs can be used to explain the differences between IO (call by value) and 01 (call 
by name) computation. Moreover, in the framework of continuous algebras, we gained a 
better insight into the various more or less well-known Mezei-and-Wright like results in 
this area. 
The fixed point characterization of context-free tree languages implied that IO tree 
languages are YIELDS of recognizable second level tree languages, and that 01 tree 
languages are SET 0 YIELDS of recognizable second level infinite trees (with +). It 
might be interesting to prove more results about IO and 01 tree languages using either 
the fixed point characterization itself (see, for instance, Section 4 and [S]) or its implica- 
tions (see, for instance, Section 6). To treat the 01 case it might be advantageous to 
develop a theory of infinite trees (see [7, 10, 151). 
sot much is known about the hierarchies defined in Section 7. We conjecture that all 
the IO tree language classes in the hierarchy are closed under deterministic bottom-up 
tree transducers and that all the 01 tree language classes are closed under linear (top- 
down or bottom-up) tree transducers. For 01, together with the obvious closure under 01 
substitution, a result in [2, Theorem 3.2.121 would then imply that all the 01 string 
language classes are (substitution closed) full AFLs. Other questions concerning the 
hierarchies are: what is the relationship to the tree transducer hierarchy [2, 241, what 
“nondeterministic power” is present in the IO hierarchy, and what “copying power” in 
the 01 hierarchy ? 
As regards programscheme theory, the remarks in Section 5, together with the in- 
comparability of the classes of IO and 01 tree languages, show that our classes of non- 
deterministic IO (call by value) and 01 (call by name) recursive program schemes 
(without tests) are incomparable with respect to program scheme equivalence. About 
deterministic recursive program schemes with tests not very much is known. It is easy 
to see that every deterministic call by value scheme is equivalent to a deterministic call 
by name scheme, which is forced to evaluate its arguments by some trivial test (provided 
these are present). It can also be proved (see [26]) that every deterministic call by name 
scheme is equivalent to a nondeterministic call by value scheme (which guesses which 
of its arguments it actually will need). The precise relationship between the classes of 
deterministic call by value and call by name schemes remains open. It is also an open 
question whether a useful “universal interpretation” exists for deterministic schemes 
with tests. 
Hopefully this paper will be of some help in the solution of these problems. 
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